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Questions and Answers 

# Question Answer 
1 Who will be responsible for proposing activities / events on the web platform? 

Platform admin users or public volunteering users? 
The admin of the platform will review entries by other 
users as well. 

2 Will the user who creates an event on the web platform will manage 
applicants and can approve them as participants in that event? 

The user can accept or reject. 

3 Do you want the web platform to do an automatic matching or suggestions for 
platform subscribers (volunteers) for announced events? 

The platform do Automatic matching  based on criteria 
such as geographic location, time, skills, gender, causes. 

4 Do you like to have historical data for each volunteer? Yes, historical data should be built. 

5 What are the needed reports on the platform's admin panel? Historical data to each volunteers, # points, Volunteering 
hours, volunteering opportunities, Percentage of Males 
and females, volunteers per cities, volunteers per causes, 
for each user should be a report (all kind of report) 

6 What data will be shared with salesforce, please specify? The profile of the volunteer (as a CV) contain volunteering 
hours and points 

7 Do you just want a mobile friendly web platform or a full mobile application? Mobile friendly , we welcome separate mobile application 
proposal  

8 Do you want to have a built-in Form Builder in the web platform like Google 
Forms, or is it enough to have a list of available form templates, then admin 
can link an existing form with an event. 

Yes, it should be flexible and include as well drop down list. 

9  Page 12: how many size of this database? “to update the database hosted by 
the HCYS.” 

Question is not clear; the platform will be hosted by HCYS. 

10 Page 13: how many microsites will be build? “Build microsites, signup forms 
and splash pages.” 

It will be as many as needed. 

 


